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Grammar in Context, Basic-3 Basic 1 2 2,3 3 92-93

Grammar Café (online) 1 2 3 4 5 6 94

Practical Grammar 1-3 1 2 3 95

Grammar Dimensions 1-4 1 1 2 3 4 96

Grammar Connection 1-5 1 2 3 4 5 96

Grammar Links,  Basic-3 Basic 1 2 2,3 3 96
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Grammar

The original contextualized approach for success in today’s world—in 
and out of the classroom!

Grammar in Context BasiC-3 
Fifth Edition
Sandra N. Elbaum

LEVEL: beginning to high-intermediate

Students learn more, remember more, and use language more effectively when they 
learn grammar in context. Grammar in Context, Fifth Edition presents grammar 
in interesting, informative readings and then recycles the language and context 
throughout every activity.

The fifth edition of Grammar in Context has MORE!

► MORE visual support offers an exciting, new full-color design to help students 
effectively navigate through the program.

► MORE connection between grammar and writing, demonstrated through 
writing models and enhanced by more editing practice, encourages the 
relevant application of target grammar points.

► MORE technology support for the teacher and student:
 4 Online Lesson Planner offers time-saving solutions for the busy  
   instructor.
 4 Online Workbook features additional exercises that learners can  
   access in the classroom, language lab, or at home.
► MORE contemporary and relevant readings like the Hudson River plane-

landing, President Obama, and social networking, provide relatable and 
engaging topics.

► MORE accessible and contextualized grammar charts and presentations 
provide students with added clarity.

For a guided tour and interactive 
technology demo, visit
ngl.cengage.com/grammarincontext

Grammar in Context Basic Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

USE Student Book 9781424079087 9781424078998 9781424079018 9781424079025

Online Workbook 9781424082568 9781424082575 9781424082582 9781424082599 

Audio CDs 9781424079070 9781424079667 9781424079032 9781424079049

Teacher's Edition 9781424080960 9781424079001 9781424079056 9781424079063

Online Lesson Planner 9781424082551 9781424082605 9781424084838 9781424084845

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781424080946 9781424080977 9781424080984 9781424082438
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Grammar in Context now offers 
technology that makes teaching easier 
and learning more effective.

STEp 1.

Students take a test to 
identify skills that require 
additional instruction and 
practice. 

HERE’S HOw iT wORkS:

Customized 
learning paths 

for every 
student!

For a guided tour and interactive technology demo, 
visit NGL.Cengage.com/grammarincontext

technology for Grammar in Context
Grammar in Context Online Lesson Workbook
This unique student resource for every Level of Grammar in Context features 
expansion exercises that learners can access in the classroom, language lab, or at 
home. Students have the option of following a learning path or choosing the self-
paced option. 

This interactive tool:

► Identifies and helps students focus on skills that require additional practice
► Provides customized learning paths based on student performance
► Re-teaches grammar through interactive grammar charts
► Features interactive games for fun practice and to solidify grammar points
► Allows instructors to track student performance with gradebook feature

STEp 2.

Students receive 
immediate reteaching of 
unmastered grammar skills.

STEp 3.

Students get fun practice 
through interactive games 
on all unmastered grammar 
skills.

STEp 4.

Students are re-tested 
to assess progress on 
unmastered grammar skills.
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Grammar

Add new life to your traditional grammar course!

Grammar Café 1 – 6
LEVEL:  low-beginning to advanced

Grammar Café is a revolutionary online grammar course that presents key 
grammar lessons on the computer with the help of animated text, graphics, 
and real-world conversations. The program features a three-step process 
with presentation, practice, and assessment to meet the needs of students 
in various courses. Featuring six levels with 20 units per level, Grammar Café 
represents approximately 120 hours of instruction.

Grammar presentation

A complete grammar lesson includes four parts:
► Introduction: presents topic through a practical situation.
► Dialogue: uses the grammar as used in context.
► Lesson: offers an animated explanation of the structure with voice-over 

guidance.
► Chart: reviews the grammar structure in a summative, printable format.

Learning Activities

► Four activities allow for both form-focused and open-ended grammar 
practice.

► Most results are instantly graded.
► Open-ended listening and speaking activities are recorded and sent to 

the instructor for evaluation.

Self-Check Quiz

► Questions confirm that the learner has grasped the grammar concept 
beyond just the form.

► Results are instantly graded.

POWERED BY

Bundle Grammar Cafe with any Cengage Learning text
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Focus on core grammar issues and practice them in everyday 
situations.

PraCtiCal Grammar 1-3 
David Riley and John Hughes

LEVEL: high-beginning to intermediate

Each of the two levels of Practical Grammar has 100 units, divided into 
modules of five units. Each module examines a particular area of grammar. 
The grammar is set in short, everyday conversations or texts, showing the 
language in natural situations which students will find engaging and can relate 
to. Students then examine the form, meaning and use of the language before 
practicing it in a variety of activity types.

A Review section concludes each module and regular tests check students’ 
progress.

Each level comes with two audio CDs and a pin code, which allows access to 
MyPG for extensive additional online practice for use at home or in self-access 
centres.

► Real language in natural situations: exposes students to grammar at work.
► Listening and pronunciation: two audio CDs provide listen and check 

support and key pronunciation of the grammar items.
► Key vocabulary: high frequency words and expressions in each unit.
► Tips: highlight common errors and characteristics of English Grammar.
► Regular review and progress tests: give students the opportunity to check 

their learning.

MypG Online 

► Each level of Practical Grammar comes with a pin code, which allows 
access to MyPG

► MyPG provides extensive additional online practice for use at home or in 
self-access centres.

Practical Grammar Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student Book with Answer Key + Pincode + Audio CD Pkg 9781424018086 9781424018055 9781424018079

Student Book without Answer Key + Pincode + Audio Pkg 9781424016778 9781424018048 9781424018062

Audio CDs 9781424061594 9781424070008 9781111222161
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Grammar Dimensions 1 – 4
Form, Meaning, Use, Fourth Edition

Diane Larsen-Freeman, Series Director

Book 1: Victoria Badalamenti, Carolyn Henner-
Stanchina
Book 2: Ingrid Wisniewska, Heidi Riggenbach, 
Virginia Samuda
Book 3: Stephen Thewlis
Book 4: Jan Frodesen, Janet Eyring

LEVEL:  high-beginning to advanced

Through clear and comprehensive grammar 
explanations, extensive practice exercises, 
and lively communicative activities, Grammar 
Dimensions helps students develop the skill 
of “grammaring”—the ability to use structures 
accurately, meaningfully, and appropriately.

► Grammar explanations focused on form, 
meaning, and use help students understand the 
target language.

► Revised Opening Tasks can be used as a 
diagnostic or warm-up exercise to explore 
students’ knowledge of each structure’s form, 
meaning, and use. 

► Updated topics, grammar charts, and grammar 
exercises provide detailed grammar practice.

ngl.cengage.com/grammardimensions

Grammar ConneCtion 
1 – 5
Structure Through Content

Marianne Celce-Murcia and M.E. Sokolik, 
Series Editors

Book 1: Jill Korey O’Sullivan 
Book 2: Richard Firsten
Book 3: Karen Carlisi
Book 4: Sharon Hilles, Noel Houck
Book 5: Cathleen D. Cake

LEVEL:  beginning to advanced

At each level, Grammar Connection teaches 
the grammar students really need to know for 
academic and professional success.

► Accessible grammar presentation through 
readings and conversations offers natural 
language instruction and prepares learners for 
academic success.

► Authentic contexts from academic disciplines 
provide essential background for grammar 
presentation and practice.

Grammar Connection ISE Student Book

Level 1 9781413008302

Level 2 9781413008357

Level 3 9781413008401

Level 4 9781413008456

Level 5 9781424000340

Grammar links Student Book

Basic 9780618150267

Level 1 9780618274123

Level 2 9780618274130

Level 3 9780618274147

Grammar links BasiC – 3
A Theme-based Course for Reference and 
Practice, 

Second Edition

M. Kathleen Mahnke, Series Editor

Basic: Linda Butler
Book 1, 2/e: Linda Butler, Janet Podnecky
Book 2, 2/e: M. Kathleen Mahnke, Elizabeth 
O’Dowd
Book 3, 2/e: Janis van Zante, Debra Daise, Charl 
Norloff, Randee Falk

LEVEL:  beginning to advanced

With engaging universal themes and an emphasis 
on formal versus informal language, Grammar 
Links integrates concise and manageable grammar 
presentation with reading, writing, listening, and 
speaking skills practice. 

► An accessible design features easy-to-read 
grammar charts that highlight structures and 
serve as reference points to revisit throughout 
the course and for exam preparation.

► Compelling themes introduce students to 
concepts they will encounter in their academic 
work by contextualizing grammar so that 
students can truly master English discourse.

Grammar Dimensions, 4e ISE Student Book

Level 1 9781413027532

Level 2 9781413027549

Level 3 9781413027556

Level 4 9781413027563

See title index page 153, for complete series ISBNs

See title index page 153, for complete series ISBNs
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